
IRINA’S REFLECTION ON DUCK RABBIT  

 

 

THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER,  

EVERYONE SEES THINGS IN A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE. 

 

 

This morning I woke up wondering what are we going to do in the PPD workshop today and 

what new ideas and emotions will play a part in one of the “ambiguous” tasks. 

The first task was slightly controversial and did make me worried as well as anxious and 

excited at the same time. From looking back into my past experiences, I can remember this 

same feeling whenever I had to do something new and unknown, which would almost cause 

a rush of adrenaline – [like] taking an exam. In high school that was a normal thing to do, we 

usually took test and exams but this task was similar to one of such situations because 

teachers in school would do the same thing over again-they would go round and put the 

question paper upside down in front of me thus leaving me to wonder and worry even more 

of what is to appear there? Will it be something I know well? Or will I get unlucky and see 

something I have not revised at all?!  

 

 

The same feeling popped up this time round and I just could not wait when I could turn the 

paper the other way round and see what it is that I have to do, because only then I will be 

able to figure out for myself whether I am comfortable with doing it or not. The one thing that 

I knew about the task is that it is a drawing task, so this was one of the other reasons I was 

unconscious about completing the task, “should I be worried about my abilities and drawing 

skills?”. From this first emotion that I have experienced while completing the task, I already 

found out that I have to get used to these actions taking place, because that’s what teachers 

do and it is necessary and next time I get into a similar situation, I certainly should not act in 

the same way over again, but I should be getting better at handling these sort of strange 

situations and be prepared for anything because you never know what is going to happen 

because every situation is different. 

 

 

This exercise was about different interpretations of exactly the same drawing of rabbit and a 

duck. The first thing that I came to realize is that I can actually see two different things at the 

same time although it was hard to try and see them together. This is when I started doubting 

what should I draw to answer the question “What can you see?”. I decided to act fast and 

take the risk of replicating the image, which for me in the first place represented a rabbit’s 

head. Nevertheless, after glancing at it for a while, I realized that I might be wrong and 

maybe MY interpretation does not answer the question clearly and correctly.  Because I 

drew exactly the same picture that for me represented a rabbit, it certainly does not mean 

that other people around me would see it in the same way and order. So I decided to start 

over again and try to follow my instincts and drew a rabbit again but in a different way so that 

it is clear what it represents following by the drawing of the duck. 



 

 

I was almost thinking that was the end of the task, but we were then asked if there is 

anything else we can see. I can recall taking a bit of time to try and figure that out, twisting 

the image around. Although at the beginning of the task I could already see another shape 

that reminded me of a frying pan with an egg inside, I was not confident with this idea and 

was doubting whether it would be a good enough idea to illustrate and represent to the 

others.  

 

 

When the time came to show and explain to one another I came to find that other people 

have thought of the same representations. Different people have different views and 

perspectives, some people might not be able to see what others can. I was honestly slightly 

surprised with my peers having the same idea of a frying pan, so the next step I took was 

that I added this representations on my list because quite frankly, it did not matter to me 

anymore as to what other people will think of this idea because if I can see it doesn’t mean 

others can and it is therefore absolutely correct that there is no right or wrong answer to this 

situation. Everyone sees the same thing in different way and perspective. 

 

 

Next time when I find myself in the situation like this again, I will have to change my attitude 

towards expressing my idea confidently and openly as this is what makes us all different 

from one another. 

 

 

 


